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As in the case of FORTRAN, COBOL, BASIC 

and PL/1, we also have three ways of entering 

data into a PASCAL program. These are: 

1. Entering data through the console. 

2. Entering data in the program itself. 
3. Entering (fata in the program by reading a file. 

Here we will consider the first two methods and study the 

third later. 

Input statements for entering data through the console 

There are two input statements, namely, READ and 

READLN. The READ statement gets the data given in a 
stream fashion, while the READLN statement gets the data 

given on a line by line basis. The general form of the READ 

statement is 

READ(list); 

And the general form of the READLN statement is 

REAl)LN(list); 

Suppose wc write the READ statement as follows: 

READ(A,B); 

REAI )((.',£)); 

In the above case the values of A, B. C and D can be keyed in 

one line or two lines or three lines or even lour lines, as 

shown below 
34.5 65.7 78.9 87.0 (One line) 

.34.5 65.7 \ 
78.9 87.0 / (Two lines) 

34.5 65.7 'j 
78.9 > 
87.0 ) 

0 hree lines) 

34.5 A 
65.7 1 
78.9 f (Foui lines) 
87.0 J 

The first READ statement reads the first two values in the 

stream. The second READ statement reads the next two 

values in the stream irrespective of the number of data in 

each line. 

Suppose we give READLN statements as shown below: 

READLN(A.H); 
READLN(C,D); 
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In the above case the values of A and B must be keyed in the 
first line and the values of C and D must be keyed in the 
second line. If the values of all the variables are keyed in the 
same line, the computer will give error message. Both the 
READ and the READLN statements give instructions to 
the computer to get the data for the program through the 

console. The READ and the READLN statements in PAS¬ 
CAL are analogous to the READ statement in FOR I RAN, 
INPUT statement in BASIC, ACCFP'I statement in 
COBOL and GET LIST statement in PL/L 

Output statements for printing the result on paper 

'I here arc two output statements to print the result on 
papei. I hey are the WRII E and the WR11ELN statements. 
I he general lonn ol the WRI 11 and the WRI'I ELN state¬ 
ments ate 

W Kl 1 I.(Iim), 

WRI II l N(lisl), 

The WRI I E statement will cause the printing of the values 
ol the variables in the list continuously. If the first line is full 
the printing will be continued in the second line until the list 
is exhausted. The WRITELN statement will cause the 
printing of the values of the variables in the first line. If there 
are more variables than could be accommodated in the first 
line, the same will not be printed. Suppose one writes 

WRIll(A.B). 
WRI I MCI)), 

The values of A, B, ( and D will be printed in the same line. 

Now if one writes 
WRI It I N( VH), 
WRI It I NIC',!)); 

the values of A and B will be printed in the first line and the 
values of C and D will be printed in the second line. A string 
in the WRI I E or the WRI I ELN statement will be printed as 

it is. Numeric quantities will be printed in the exponent 
notation. Suppose the basic pay of a person is 2500.00 and it 
one writes a statement 

WRI I ELN (BASICPAYC BASIC’t’AY). 

the computer will print the result as 

BASIC PAY = 2.5(XKMK)t+03 

Obviously, the above form is not meaningful. I he 
numeric value must be given in floating point notation. For 
this purpose we have to give formats for the output. 

Formatting the output 

When we give a simple WRI LE statement ora WRI'I ELN 
statement with the arguments list inside the parantheses, the 
computer will print the result in a pre-defined formal. But 
when wc want to print the result as per our layout, we have to 
give necessary specifications explicitly. Such specifications 
are called format specifications. The field width for each 
variable can be specified as an integer constant or an expres¬ 
sion yielding an integer value immediately after the variable 
followed byacolon mark. Numbers as well as characters will 

be printed right justified in the given field. For example, if 
one writes 

WRI lhl.N(A:IO); 

and the value of A is 46, the value will be printed in the ninth 
and the tenth columns, leaving the preceding eight columns 
blank. II A has been defined as a character variable whose 
value is ‘K’, then the letter K will be printed in the tenth 
column leaving the preceding nine columns blank. If A had 
been delined as a BOOLEAN variable whose value is 
I RUE. then the value I RUE will be printed in the columns 7 
to 10, leaving the first six columns blank. 

The point is that the printing is done always right justified 
in the given field width, whether the value is a number or a 
character or a logical constant. If ihe value of A is 56.78, we 
can give a specification to piint the two digits to the right of 

the decimal point within a total field width of 10 as follows: 
WKIIl 1 N( A. 10-21, 

I lie number will be printed in the right justified position in 
the field width of 10 as 

bbbbb.Sb 78 

If you have more than one variable in the WRITELN list, 
the held specification is given separately lor each of the 
variables. For example, one can write 

WRI I l-.l N (A 10 2. B.7X C.5), 

In the above case, A will be printed right justified in the first 
ten columns, B will be printed right justified in the second 
seven columns and C will be printed right justified in the 
third live columns. There are no other formatting specifica¬ 
tions in PASCAL. We find that formatting is the simplest in 
PASCAL as compared to other languages. 

A WRITELN statement without any argument list simply 
causes the computer to skip to the next line and this is used 
lot giving vertical spacing between lines. 

Input statements for entering data in the program 

I he READand the READLN statements require the data 
to be entered through the console. PASCAL has another 
provision to initialise the data in the program itself. This is 
done by a declaration statement called the CONS TAN I 
declaration statement. Its general form is as follows: 

CONST variable-1 - value. 
variable-2 - value; 
variable-.! - value. 

The value associated with the identifier is given as an equa¬ 
tion. The value of the identifier must not change in the 
program by any statement. This means that the variable 
whose value is declared to be a constant must not change 
during the program execution. 

Ihe reserved word CONST must appear only once, 
though the values of any number of variables can be defined. 
Ihe constant values assigned may be either numeric or 
character or Boolean or even a string. Constant declarations 
must be made ahead of the program. The following are 
examples of valid CONS TANT declarations: 
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CONS] PI a ) 14159 
1WO 2 
Bl ANK 
AlWAYS IRIJI 

FMPNAMl BAl AtllANDRAN 
AiPHA A 

At the end of the value the punctuation semicolon is a must 
In PASCAl, tht variables which have been initialised undci 
CONSTANT declaration must not occur on the left-hand 
side ol any assignment statement within the program 1 his 
means that these variables cannot be assigned any other 
value in that particular piogiam I his statement tan be used 
only when constant values aic to bt initialised and not when 
changing data values are to be initialised 

Summary of the input statements 

Ianguage General form of General form of 
statements for stalements for 
entering data entering data 
through console in the program 

1 OR IRAN RL AI)(m n) list DA IA list values 
COBOl ACt t PI salable 77 variable PIC 

vai ur 
BASIC INPUI list Rl AD list 
PL/I til 1 1 IS 1 (list) IH I (list) type 

SI A1 It INII 
(values) 

PASCAl RtAD(lisi) (ONSI valiable 
RfcADl N(list) value 

(onlv lot constant 
data values) 

Thus, we see that ah the languages provide facilities loi 
entering data into the program eithei through the console oi 
entering the data in the program itseli 1 he way of coding the 
statements are different in the difierent languages 

Summary of the output statements 

Language General form of 
output 
statement* for 
printing the result 
on paper 

Remarks about 
formats 

FORTRAN WRIILtm n) list A scpaiate lormat 
statement must 
bt given 

COBOL D1SPI AY list Formats must he 
given separately 

BASIC PRIM list 1 ormats ean be 
PRINI USING given cither in 
formats or lormat the PRINI 
variable, list statement oi 

separately 
PI / I PUT 1 ISI(Iisi) F ormats can be 

PUT H>11(list) given either m 
(formats or R the PU r LIS 1 
(format label)) statement or 

separately 
PASCAL WRI IF(list), I ormats must be 

WRIIFL N(list), given in the 
WRITE or tht 
WRITEI N state¬ 
ment 

1 his form of output statements will punt the result onj 
paper and also display the icsuh on the screen 

Self-testing assignment 

You have two variables A and B whose values ate 21 7and 
44 respectively Write the input and the output statements lh 

the proper sequence (a) to cntei the data through and 
console and print them on papci, and (b) to enter the datam 
the program ilsclt and punt them on paper in all the live 
languages Give lmmats wheitver ntccssary 

FORTRAN 

Inputting through console Inputting through the program 
and outputting on paper and outputting on paper 

IN I Hit R B IMit.l R B 
Ki AD( 1 10) A B DAI A A B 217 44 

10 ) ORM A 1(1 5 111) WRI II (2 12)A B 
WRI 11 (2 I2)A H 1 I OK MAI (IX t 5 1 15) 

12 1 ORMAIOX 1 5 1 15) 

COBOL 

77 A Pit 999V9 77 A PIC 999V9 VAI 112)7 
77 H Pit 999 77 B Pit 999 VAI Ul 44 
77 f Pit ///') 77 t Pit /// 9 
77 D Pit ///// 77 D Pit ///// 

At t FP1 A MOVF A IO C 
At t 1 P1 B MOVI B IO D 
MOVt A l<) ( DISPI AY t I) 
MOW B It) D 
DISPI AY t I) 

BASIC 

1NPI I A B Rl AD A B 
prini t sing mu mm DAI A 2.) 7 44 
A B PRIN 1 USING m H mu 

AB 

PL/1 

Dt l A I 1 t)AI BINARY IX 1 A IIOA1 BINARY 
B i 1X1 1) BINARY S1AIIt INII (?) 7) 

GIT LISI (A B) B MXII) BINARY 
PUI SLIP l 1)1 f(A B) SI Wit INI 1(44) 
(P(5|)t(5)) PI 1 ShIP 1 1>1I(A B) 

(1(5 1)1(5)) 

PASC AL 

VAR A RF Al B INlfGI R (ONSI A 2)7 B 44 
Rl ADI N(A B) WRIIF1 MAI 1 B 5) 
WRHHNIA5 1 B 5) 

It may be noticed that only in BASIC no declarations are 
made about the variable types in F-OR1 RAN declaration ts 
made only for the variable B, since the type has to over-ride 
the predefined convention There is no declaration for A 
since its value is according to the predefined convention 

In all the above cases the result will be printed m the same | 
way as shown below 

217 44 

What about string data items? 

Only a string of maximum foui character* length can be I 
stored in a single FOR I RAN variable In PASCAL, only! 
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one tharactei can be stored in a vunahlt and the variable is 
called the character variable Strings can be read assigned 

manipulated and printed with tacihly only in the thiee Ian 
guages, OOBOl ,1*1/1 and BASK 

Another self-testing assignment 

A string constant ‘K KISH NAN is to be stored Write ihe 
input and the output statements in the proper sequence (a) 
to cntei the data through the console and punt them on 
paper, and (b) to cntei the data in the piogiam itself and 
print them on p.ipci in all the fi\c languages (nvt the 
declaration statements and foimats whuever neussaiv 

FOR I R AN 

Inputting thiougti consult ami 
outputting on paper 

KI M> tl III) A H 
HI I OKM \I( >A4) 

WKIItr l?)A B 
I? lOKMMlIX 

(OBOI 

V A 1*11 A(S) 
\< C f I* I A 
DIMM AV A 

BASIC 

IN 1*1 I AS 
PRINI Vh 

PL/1 

IX l At HARM 11 RIM 
01 I 1 ISI(A) 
in i i is it A) 

PA SC Al 

Inputting through the program 
and outputting on paper 

DAIS \ H Islt IS 

HN \\ 
VS KI 11 (2 12) \ II 

P M)K M \ I(I X no 

\ l*l( Alh) V XI I I 
KRISIIN AN 
DISI’I AS A 

KI Al> AS 
D A 1 A KRISIIN AN 
I’KIN I AS 

IH 1 At HARAt It K(X) 
SI Al It INI I ( KRISIIN AN ) 
PI I lIN I(A) 

I VAR AB< 1)1 I till CHAR CUNSl A KRISHNAN 
Rl ADI \( A Bt D I I l. Ill XV KI 11 I N< A) 
WKJII I N( A Bt D I I t. II) 

InFORIRAN we hast stoted the name KRISHNAN in 
two variables A and B since one satiable ean lead and wnte 
only lour characters I he variables aie lead and wntten in 
the A lounat llieie are nodeelaration statements tor that in 
FORI RAN 

In C OBOI thett is no problem, smec a vanabic whteh is 
m declared as belonging to alphabetic data type can stoie long 
\ strings 

In BASIC, we have a dillerent way ol coding stung vatm- 

, blcs A dollai signal the end ol the vauable indicates that it is 
a stung variable and it can store long strings 

In PL I, a string variable is declared as C HARAC I LR 
, with its length speulted in the bracket 
‘ In PASCAL, t single variable can lead and write only one 
character Since the Vtring data has eight characters, eight 
variables are declared 1 hen they are read and wntten When 

a PASt Al variable is declared as a CONS IAN I with a 
value, it can store a string So we have given a CONS 1 AN I 

giving the value ot the variable A equal to the 

stung data I hen the constant variable is given in the WRI 
11L N statement 

When we come to ariay sttuctuie tor data we will see how 
the string data can be mote tfliciently handled in IOR- 
I RAN and PASC Al 

Some points to remember 

The innut to the computer is iaw data I he output Horn 
the computer is ptocessul data I he computer makes use ol 
the program and conveits the taw data into a meaningful 
data I he computer is simply a data converter and wt mav 
call it a data processing mac him 

Remember that all processings die dout completely auto 
maticallv by using the sloied mstmclioiis or the program 
Ihat is, the computer can stoic both the piogiam and the 
data in its memory Once it is stalled it can do all the 
operations on the data as pet the piogtam ol instructions 
completely automatically without anv human intti tuition 
at any stage ol operation and output the itsnii 

It is thisautomaticity coupled with the luntnstie spetd thal 
has made the computci so vusatilc I he computet is a 
superb marvel of modern technology It is piogitssing by 
leaps and bounds and wt can expect m.inv nnm maivcls in 
the years to come Man is constantly gciu idling nc w know 
ledge and one has to be a Icaimi tluoughout hie' 

(lo be continued) 

MEASUREMENTS MADE EASY 

DIGITAL LCR METER V/LCR7 
Measurement ol INDUCTANCE CAPACITANCE, 

RESISTANCE art greatly simplified by 

VLCR 7 Ne balancing, no adjustments 

V/LCR 7 gives yeu directly the digital reading of 

value and its lass factor simultaneously. 

VLCR 7 is the only instrument in India covering the 

widest ranges of 0 1 pf / uH /m chm 

lie 0.0001 ohm) to 20,000 uf/200H/20 M ohm 

Vasavi Electronics 
I 1 K< M‘j .a,|uil, /;!>>'J'.. 
I O' Mk him, I r ut.11- i. 

-.1 . , ir-ni t'Mv-D ijiTi-. vt; Ni i ipf 
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